1. **NOISE COMPLAINT**  
   **STADIUM DR**  
   **072008**  
   Officer responded to a noise complaint. Officers determined it was a mother and her 2 sons arguing. Officers advised the residents of the noise complaints.

2. **DISTURBANCE**  
   **MANCHESTER**  
   **072008**  
   Officers responded to a disturbance. Officers determined the disturbance was domestic and one party moving out of residence. Party will call police in future instead of causing a disturbance.

3. **SUSPICIOUS PERSON**  
   **ALPINE AVE**  
   **072108**  
   Officers conducted a checkout on a female subject sleeping behind the dumpsters in the alley way. Subject advised of Stockton Municipal Codes.

4. **JUVENILE INCIDENT**  
   **RAYMOND LODGE**  
   **072208**  
   Staff reported juveniles jumping from the handrails from skateboards. Officers advised of trespassing laws and juveniles left the area.

5. **ANIMAL**  
   **BIO SCIENCE**  
   **072208**  
   Officer responded to a report of a dog (pit bull) in the area. Officer retrieved the dog and transported to the animal shelter.

6. **AIDED SPD**  
   **OFF CAMPUS**  
   **072408**  
   Officers assisted SPD at an off campus location due to a fight. Officers reported no one wanted to file charges and SPD took report.

7. **CRIMINAL TRAFFIC**  
   **PERSHING & ALPINE**  
   **072408**  
   Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver's license was suspended. Driver was cited for the violation and vehicle turned over to a license driver.

8. **AIDED STOCKTON PD**  
   **PERSHING AVE**  
   **072408**  
   SPD reported a non injury accident at Pershing and Brookside. Officers advised.

9. **SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT**  
   **CALAVERAS RIVER**  
   **072408**  
   Officer responded to a report of a subject riding an ATV on the Calaveras levee.

10. **AIDED STOCKTON PD**  
    **OFF CAMPUS**  
    **072408**  
    SPD requested officer be on the look out for a wanted suspect who frequents this area. Suspect reported armed and dangerous. Suspect threatened to kill any police officers.
11...AIDED STOCKTON PD ROSEMARIE LN 072408
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject who was driving an older model motor home matching the description of a suspect who approached a female subject in the area. Officer interviewed the subject, who is a registered sex offender and information was forwarded to the investigating SPD as requested.

12...ASSAULT W/ WEAPON PERSHING AVE 072508
Officers responded to a report of a fight in progress near Northbank Ct. Officers advised it was an assault with a deadly weapon and requested SPD respond for assistance. SPD advised the suspects were armed and heading towards campus. Officers stopped the suspect vehicle and SPD took suspects into custody.

13...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT CENTRAL CAMPUS 072508
Officer conducted a checkout on two white males on bikes. One subject is towing a second bike. Both subject were interviewed and revoked.

14...THEFT MONAGAN HALL 072508
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Suspects cut his cable lock. Officer responded and initiated a report.

15...AIDED STOCKTON PD OFF CAMPUS 072508
SPD requested officer assistance due to a fight at an event with 300 in attendance. Officers responded and assisted.

16...JUVENILE INCIDENT LOT 8 072608
Officers responded to a report of a large group of juveniles skateboarding in the area. Juveniles are videotaping skateboarders on stairs and handrails. Officers responded and advised of trespassing laws.